TRU-SPEC® Tactical Response Uniform Trouser
Detail Specification
TRU-SPEC® is a registered trademark of ATLANCO, Inc.
Detailed spec sheets are available upon request.
Please contact you salesperson for details.

GENERAL DESIGN & DESCRIPTION
The TRU-SPEC® TRU button fly pant conforms to Mil-Spec and has a one-piece waistband with a drawstring inserted for
adjustable waist with a button and buttonhole enclosure. It shall have 1" wide belt loops with 2-1/4" belt loop openings. There
are 2 front slashed pockets, 2 snag-proof hook and loop-flapped hip and cargo pockets as well as 2 lower leg pockets with flaps.
The pocket flaps have heavy reinforced pellon fused to the outer side of the panels. Also, it has reinforced external knee
pockets for knee pad inserts and reinforced seats & knees with draw cords at the ankles. Seat seams, side seams and inseams
are of double needle felled construction.

COLORS/FABRICS
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50/50 CORDURA® Nylon Cotton Rip-Stop
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* Nylon 66: High tenacity nylon fiber. No Melt, No Drip thermal preferences with superior
moisture management and quick drying ability. Higher durability, abrasion and comparable
bursting strength.
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1266
1273
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MultiCam®
Desert 3-Color
Woodland

65/35 Polyester Cotton Rip-Stop
1268 Woodland Digital
1271 Coyote
1283 Navy
1285 Olive Drab
1287 Khaki
1289 Black
1293 Desert Digital
1295 Urban Digital
1299 MultiCam®
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• Knee pads sold seperately
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1" wide belt loops with 2-1/4" openings.
Extra deep front pockets with reinforced openings to prevent early wear from clip on pocket knives.
Drawstring waist with button fly.
Reinforced seat.
Hook & loop closures on rear pocket flaps.
2-easy access slanted cargo pockets with drain holes, each containing a 5"x5" hidden pocket and
elastic drawsting with cord lock to secure gear.
7. Reinforced external knee pockets for pad inserts with hook & loop closures.
8. Bellowed lower leg pocket with hook & loop closure on both legs.
9. Felled inseam, out seam and seat seam.
10. Improved “Stay Tied” drawstring leg ties.

Sizes:

XSmall-5XLarge Regular
Small-3XLarge Long & XSmall-XLarge Short
Fabric CO:
United States (US)
Manufacture CO:
Honduras (HN)

